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How Ratites Lost the Ability 
to Fly, Four Times

In the early 1930s, Australian farmers were 
facing a big, feathery problem. Come 

wintertime, a migrating swarm of 20,000 
large !ightless birds known as emus would 
descend upon the Western Australian coast, 
ravaging farmland along the way.1 Reaching 
up to 6 feet tall and weighing 130 pounds, an 
adult emu is no pushover. But the Australian 
government would not take these bird-
brained pests lying down. In November of 
1932, the Royal Australian Artillery was 
deployed to deal with the fowl, whereupon 
they quickly realized that the emus’ evasive 
behavior and surprising durability made 
them poor targets for machine gun #re.2 
%us, the so-called Great Emu War ended 
with a swift Aussie surrender, and the 
emu menace would continue to terrorize 
Australian farmers for many years. 

Unfortunately, the largest flightless 
birds did not fare as well as emus in the 
face of human persecution. Both the moas 
of New Zealand and the elephant birds 
of Madagascar were wiped out following 
human inhabitation of their respective 
islands.3,4 As a consequence, ostriches are 

the largest birds alive today, followed by the 
cassowaries of New Guinea and Australia. 
Other giant flightless birds include the 
aforementioned emu and the rheas of South 
America. Together with the comparatively 
miniscule kiwis, these land-loving birds 
form the group known as the ratites (Figure 
1, Figure 2). %e ratites are distinguished—
even from other !ightless birds—by their 
lack of a keel, a protrusion of the breastbone 
that acts as an anchor for the muscles 
used in powered !ight.5 Despite being so 
utterly earthbound, these birds are found in 
disparate islands and continents around the 
world, giving rise to a compelling mystery as 
to their method of distribution.

In addition to their lack of a keel, the 
ratites share a plethora of anatomical features 
that indicate a shared evolutionary history.5,6 
%erefore, the intuitive and classical view has 
been that this group of birds descended from 
a !ightless ancestor living on Gondwana, an 
ancient supercontinent which encompassed 
modern-day Africa, South America, and 
Australia. %is postulate, referred to as the 
vicariance hypothesis, asserted that ratites 

were spread across the Southern Hemisphere 
as the continents composing Gondwana 
separated over the course of the past 180 
million years (Figure 3A, B).5 Recent 
evidence, however, suggests that although 
these birds are indeed related, they evolved 
their large, !ightless bodies independently. 
%is would make the ratites an example 
of “convergent evolution,” where multiple 
species develop a shared set of features in 
response to similar conditions. For a classic 
example of convergent evolution, think 
of the similar torpedo-shaped forms of 
dolphins and sharks. Another widespread 
example are crabs—whose !at, side-scuttling 
body plan has famously been adopted by 
crustaceans so many times that the process 
has a dedicated word: carcinization.7 

Birds of a Feather  Didn’t Stop Flying 
Together 

All life on Earth, from the smallest 
bacterium to the bee#est ostrich, is uni#ed 
by the genetic code—a system by which 
the instructions for life are stored within 
DNA and passed down through countless 
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generations. Errors or damage to DNA can 
induce small changes, known as mutations. 
Although the word “mutation” o(en carries a 
negative connotation, most of these changes 
are actually harmless. %us, these mutations 
accumulate, and the stockpile of distinct 
mutations in one lineage can be used to 
distinguish it from another. On a small scale, 
the mutations you share with your siblings 
would help somebody analyzing your DNA 
determine genetic relevancetell that you’re 
related. Likewise, species who last shared a 
common ancestor millions of years ago can 
have their evolutionary family trees pieced 
together through tracking their mutations.8

In addition, by counting the number 
of mutations separating two lineages, and 
with knowledge of the rate at which such 
mutations occur over time, it is possible to 
estimate how much time has passed since two 
groups diverged. %is idea—that the number 
of mutations can be used to calculate the time 
since evolutionary divergence—is known as 
the molecular clock, a powerful tool used 
to unveil evolutionary history, especially in 
combination with the fossil record.9

Application of these genetic tools to 
the ratites has yielded startling results, with 
relationships and divergence times that 
contradict the vicariance hypothesis (Figure 
3C, Figure 4). For example, the closest 
relatives of the diminutive kiwis were the 
recently extinct enormous elephant birds 
of Madagascar, and these groups appear 
to have diverged after their landmasses 
were separated.10,11 Most damning for the 

Figure 1: !e living ratites and their "ying relative, the tinamou (bottom right). %e ratites include 
the rhea (top le(), ostrich (top right), emu (middle le(), cassowary (middle right), and kiwi 
(bottom le(). Together with the tinamous, they are known as the Palaeognathes.

Figure 2: !e ratites, arranged by size. %e largest representative of each group is shown—only the emu represents a singular species. Elephant 
birds and moas (red) are recently extinct.
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vicariance hypothesis is the placement of 
the !ighted South American birds known as 
tinamous within the ratite clade. As it turns 
out, tinamous are the closest relatives of the 
now-extinct—and very !ightless—moas of 
New Zealand.10,11,12,13 In contrast, the ostrich 
diverged from other ratites 70 to 80 million 
years ago, well before the moa could have 
#guratively snipped its wings. In other words, 
the small, flight-capable tinamou is sister 
to moas, elephant birds, and emus while 
the ostrich is a cousin. %e basal ratites—
that is, their #gurative grandparents—must 
therefore have been volant (meaning !ight 
capable). Based on skeletal structure, a likely 
identity for these ancestors is the group of 
fossil birds called the lithornithids, whose 
oldest fossils are found in Eurasia.11,14 %us, 
the most compelling, current argument for the 
evolution of the ratites is that they originated 
as small volant birds in the Northern 
Hemisphere before spreading to the Southern 
landmasses of former Gondwana, where they 
lost !ight—and gained size—independently of 
one another.10, 12, 13 What extraordinary turn of 
events could have led all of these birds to forgo 
a life in the sky? 

It’s Free Real Estate
Sixty-six million years ago, a meteor 

with the mass of at least 10 trillion emus (0.3 
to 3 quadrillion kilograms) struck the Gulf 

of Mexico, initiating a catastrophic global 
extinction event that wiped out the non-
avian dinosaurs.15 With these dominant large 

land animals gone, birds had free reign to 
take over the void they le( behind. One study 
theorizes that loss of !ight in multiple ratite 
lineages occurred soon a(er this Cretaceous-
Tertiary (K-T) extinction event (Figure 5).13 
As the ratites evolved large body sizes to #ll 
the large, herbivorous roles once held by the 
dinosaurs, !ight became a hindrance. %e 
increase in the energy cost of !ight outpaces 
the increase in muscle power provided by a 
larger body.13 Combined with the fact that the 
ratites no longer needed to fear their previous 
land-based predators, evolutionary pressures 
may have pushed them to give up the ability 
to !y for greater size. %e exception to this is 
the kiwi, the most omnivorous and smallest of 
the ratites. It is possible that, upon arriving to 
New Zealand, the ancestor of the kiwi found 
the large herbivore niche already occupied by 
the moas. Kiwis, therefore, shed their !ight 
feathers for another reason: living on an island 
safe from predators. 

Loss of flight among island birds is 
actually relatively common. For example, 
up to a third of bird species in New Zealand 
before human habitation may have been 
!ightless, and a group of birds known as rails 
has become !ightless dozens of times in the 

Figure 3: (A) !e division of Gondwana throughout geologic time into Africa, South America, 
Australia, New Zealand, and Antarctica. (B) %e expected relationships between the ratites, color 
coded by their geographic distribution,  according to the vicariance hypothesis. (C) %e actual 
relationship between the ratites based on genetic evidence.

Figure 4: !e family tree of the ratites, with divergence times estimated from the molecular clock. 
In stark contrast to the predictions of the vicariance hypothesis, kiwis and elephant birds are 
closest relatives—and diverged a(er their respective landmasses—and moas are most closely 
related to volant South American tinamous.
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process of colonizing scattered islands across 
the world’s oceans.16,17 An island habitat free 
of mammalian predators—such as New 
Zealand—renders many of the advantages of 
!ight moot. Because of how costly !ight is to 
maintain—!ight muscles demand a minimum 
of 12% of a bird’s body mass, and up to 40% in 
extreme cases—the ability to !y is quickly lost 
if it is no longer advantageous.16

In addition, island habitation may have 
contributed to the abnormal size of some 
of the ratites. The phenomenon of island 
gigantism refers to the trend of animals on 
island habitats evolving to be much larger 
than their mainland counterparts.18 In the 
same manner that islands remove the need for 
!ight, they remove constraints on size. Small 
herbivores, for example, may no longer need 
to hide from predators. %is pattern might 
explain why the elephant birds and moas were 
so large, even in comparison to other ratites. 
However, this theory can be contentious, 
and it is possible that elephant bird and moa 
gigantism was a response to global cooling.19

Because of one or both of these reasons, 
the ancestors of the ratites lost the ability to 
!y anywhere from four to six separate times.13 
%is means that the similar body structure 
of the ratites is a product of convergent 
evolution. It seems that having a long neck and 
gangly legs is somehow an ideal physiology for 
a large, !ightless bird.

Look at All !ose Emus
While some people work to keep these 

birds at bay, others are busy spreading them 
across the world. In the most recent 2017 

census, there were over 11,500 emus, 4,700 
ostriches, and 1,300 rheas being raised by 
farms within the United States, where they 
are grown for meat and eggs—which are up 
to twenty times the weight of a chicken’s.20,21 

In Germany, seven greater rheas managed to 
escape from such a farm in the late 1990s, and 
their population has since ballooned into the 
hundreds. Echoing their Australian cousins, 
these wild rheas in Germany have become 
an agricultural pest. Rather than declaring 
war, however, the German government 
attempts to handle the rhea by legalizing 
hunting.22 Time will tell if these e+orts prove 
successful, but these birds truly should not 
be underestimated. Maybe when you’re the 
closest thing to a living, breathing, dinosaur, 
you really don’t need to !y.

Figure 5:  A timeline of ratite evolution. Estimated time of loss of !ight is indicated by the circles, and the dashed line represents the K-T extinction 
event. %e shaded region shows the major period over which Southern Gondwana separated.
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